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5. Conclusions

I. The RC influences the polarity of the sentence, with the most common PCO being the reversal

operation (54,69%) with the counter-argumentative reading appearing 77,14%. This result

confirms that:

(1) the reversal operation is the prone operation of the connector “mas” in EP, due to its adversative nature, that

is, due to the fact that typically “mas” marks an opposite position of the speaker in relation to the

information that is previously given (Fonseca, 2001);

(2) in this genre, the counter-argumentative value is the most outstanding value, maybe because, in addition to

being the prototypical value of “but”, it is the most productive method in argumentative contexts (Amaro, 2010:

72).

II. The RC usually does not change the polarity of the adjectives in EP – only 10% of these cases

changed their polarity –, a finding that is contrary to the results of the study by Trnavac et al.

(2015): These 10% adjectives occur in the nucleus (Mann & Thompson, 1988), while the remaining

adjectives occur in the satellite. Thus, these results might confirm that the modification of adjectives

might be more frequent when they occur in the RR nucleus, as Tnravac et al. (2015) have observed for

English words.

Table 1: Change in polarity of constituents linked by others by the Relation of Contrast.

2. Research question

• How the Relation of Contrast modifies the polarity of qualifying adjectives and 

sentences in European Portuguese? 

1. Introduction

Some recent studies have attempted to understand the contribution of Rhetorical Relations (RR) in the field of

Sentiment Analysis (SA).

Work carried out under the frameworks Rhetorical Structure Theory, by Mann & Thompson (1988), and

Segmented Discourse Representation Theory (SDRT), by Asher & Lascarides (2003), have observed that

certain RRs affect the interpretation of the evaluation contained in the texts (Asher et al., 2009; Trnavac et al.,

2015, Ferreira, 2019). This recognition is due to the fact that we are able to extract different weights from these

relations, in order to calculate the overall feeling of a text and, thus, to discover which RRs have more impact

on that calculation.

What does this study want to show?

Through SDRT and Appraisal Theory (Martin & White, 2005), this research shows how the Relation of

Contrast (RC) (Kehler, 2002) can change the polarity of adjectives and sentences in European Portuguese (EP),

concerning the different semantic readings of “mas” (but). In this aspect, we use Amaro (2010), that based her

study on Anscombre & Ducrot (1977) and Adam (1990), reformulated for EP the four different readings of but:

counter-argumentative, refutative, correlative and factual.

So… that means that “mas” not only can reverse the meaning of something but can also make others

kind operations?

3. The corpora

• We contemplated book reviews written by non-professional Portuguese critics.

• Of these book reviews, we considered 60 sentences written by 56 of the cited

critics in which the RC is present in evaluative contexts marked by the

adversative connector “mas”.

4. The Experiment

4.1. The Role of the Relation of Contrast in the polarity of sentences

• The Reversal operation is the most common in contexts where the connector “mas” has a 

counter-argumentative value.

• The counter-argumentative semantic value is the most prominent in our corpora.

• No Downtone operation was found.

Examples:

Reversal operation

I. “Perde um pouco a dinâmica mais para o final, mas sem dúvida termina com um final

engraçado e algo inesperado!” – Refutative Value

I. lit. “It loses a little bit of dynamics towards the end, but without a doubt it ends with a

funny ending and something unexpected!”

Intensify operation

II. “Uma autora muito descritiva, mas que cada descrição é uma verdadeira poesia, que me leva a

ficar presa nas suas histórias sempre fabulosas.” - Counter-argumentative value

II. lit. A author very descriptive, but that each description is true poetry (…).

No change operation

III. “Não são só as imprecisões científicas (conceitos como "norte-sul" ou "cima-baixo" no

espaço não fazem absolutamente sentido nenhum, só para dar o exemplo mais gritante dessas

imprecisões), mas todo o conceito narrativo é fraco, as personagens são planas e absurdamente

caricaturadas...” – Correlative value

III. lit. No be just inaccuracies scientific (…), but whole the concept narrative is weak, the

characters are flat and absurdly caricatured ... ”.

Values of the

conector “mas”

Downtone Intensify Reversal No change

Counter-

argumentative

------------ 16 27 2

Refutative ------------ ------------ 3 ------------

Factual ------------ 2 5 4

Correlative ------------ ------------ ------------ 1

Adjetive Position of the ADJ Prior Polarity Type of change

Bom - good Predicative Positive No change

Verdadeiro - real, true Atributive, pre-nominal Positive No change

Fabulos - fabulous Atributive, postnominal Positive No change

Belo - beautiful Atributive, pre-nominal Positive No change

Fluído - flowing Atributive, postnominal Negative Reversal

Elaborado – elaborate, 

in-depth

Atributive, postnominal Positive No change

Mau - bad Predicative Negative No change

Fraco – weak, low Predicative Negative No change

Plano – plane, flat Predicative Negative No change

Custoso - irksome Predicative Negative No change

4.2. The Role of the Relation of Contrast in the polarity of adjectives

Table 2: Analysis of adjectives in constituents linked to others by the Relation of Contrast

• In most cases, although the fact that the adjective occurs in a constituent linked to another by the

Relation of Contrast does not change its prior polarity. ≠ Trnavac et al. (2015): they observed

that, at least, the Relations of Concession, Evidence and Restatement changes in the polarity of

the evaluative words.

• The only case in which there is a change in the polarity of the adjective is in “fluído”, in which

the negative value of the adjective seems to be changed to positive.

• The only significant difference lies in the fact that this adjective occurs in the nucleus in Mann

& Thompson’s theory (1987) of the RC, while the remaining adjectives appear in the satellite.

• = Trnavac et al. (2015).

To understand the data shown in Table 2, we present below the contexts in which these adjectives appear:

IV. “Não foi uma completa surpresa, mas mesmo assim foi bom”.

IV. "It wasn't a complete surprise, but it was still good."

V. “Uma autora muito descritiva, mas que cada descrição é uma verdadeira poesia, que me leva a ficar presa nas suas histórias

sempre fabulosas.”

V. "A very descriptive author, but that each description is true poetry, which leads me to be stuck in her always fabulous stories."

VI. “Não me conquistou, mas vale pena [sic] bela escrita em Português”.

VI. "It didn’t conquer me, but it's worth the beautiful writing in Portuguese”.

VII. “Com uma escrita fluida [sic] mas elaborada, José Eduardo Agualusa destaca-se sempre (…)”

VII. “With a fluid but elaborate writing, José Eduardo Agualusa always stands out (…)”

VIII. “Li este livro, de facto, de uma assentada, mas achei a história má... Mesmo muito má!”

VIII. "I read this book, in fact, from a seat, but I thought the story was bad ... Really bad!"

IX. “Não são só as imprecisões científicas (conceitos como "norte-sul" ou "cima-baixo" no espaço não fazem absolutamente

sentido nenhum, só para dar o exemplo mais gritante dessas imprecisões), mas todo o conceito narrativo é fraco, as

personagens são planas e absurdamente caricaturadas...”.

IX. “It's not just scientific inaccuracies (…), but the whole narrative concept is weak, the characters they are flat and absurdly caricatured...”

X. “Sei que são necessários para a construção da protagonista e do contexto da narrativa, mas confesso que me foram custosos.”

X. "I know that they are necessary for the construction of the protagonist and the context of the narrative, but I confess that they were

irksome to me."

Trnavac et al. (2015):

- Reversal

- Downtone

- Intensify

- No change
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